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	Title: Getting To The Root Of The Problem
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: Q. We have three 20-year old liquidambar trees planted between the street curb and the sidewalk. Even though we deep water the trees, we notice many surface roots and fear they will "lift" the sidewalk. Is there anything we can do besides removing the tree?A. Sidewalk and driveway damage caused by tree roots can be complex and expensive to repair, but we discourage the hasty removal of 20-year old trees. Oftentimes removing mature trees is an undesirable solution because of the beauty, shade, and value they add to the property. So before spending money on tree removal consider spending money on fixing the hardscape to accommodate the roots and avoid future liability. A section of concrete is easily removed with the correct sawblade and a professional. Some concrete companies specialize in landscape pathway repairs from trees and offer creative solutions. A metal grate can be placed around the tree trunk to serve as a root protector and walkway. Brick, tile, or flagstone can add even more interest. Another approach is to elevate the path or create a detour in the walkway.So called "surface roots" can, in some cases, be fairly large and may play a significant role in a tree's stability and ability to absorb water. Root pruning might be a solution, if done with care. Trees like pine and eucalyptus that are subject to attack by bark beetles may be stressed if too many roots are cut. Also new roots will grow back under sidewalks.When pruning tree roots, follow these tips provided by UC tree expert, Ed Perry. Prune as far away from the trunk as possible but 6-10 inches from the pavement. Try to remove roots of smaller rather than larger size. Make smooth, clean cuts on the wood to hasten wound heal. Only cut roots on one side of a tree in any one year. Consider thinning out some top growth at the same time. Do not procrastinate pruning roots until the tree is 20-years old (tending to roots when the tree is young might avoid the problem). If the tree is in a lawn, remove the grass to the dripline of the tree and cover with mulch (oftentimes roots are at the surface in need of air).Be aware that there may be short and long term effects of root pruning. Short-term effects are often difficult to see. However, if major supportive roots are cut too close to the tree trunk, the trees stability is affected, and even though no visual damage is seen in the tree top, the tree could blow over in the next windstorm. In this situation it is wise to reduce branch weight by thinning out the tree.
	Page 2: The long-term effects of root pruning may be more serious, and provide good reasons to avoid unnecessary root cutting. Wood decay organisms usually invade fresh wounds, especially large wounds, and begin rotting roots. Eventually, (and it could be many years later), the decay may progress to the tree's large crown roots and cause the tree to fail.The Journal of Arboriculture reported that in Southern California, 40 species of trees, including the 25 most frequently grown species, were rated on the amount of damage they cause to sidewalks, roads, curbs, gutters, and other hardscape elements. Of the 15 species considered most apt to cause damage, six are among the most commonly planted trees.Comparisons made with a similar but smaller survey in 1983 showed some agreement but also showed a few differences. Both showed that liquidambar and southern magnolia and Modesto and Raywood ash caused significant damage. However, the new list did not include London plane. In some cities in the Bay Area it remains one of the worst offenders.CYCAD SMUGGLINGAs reported in Pacific Horticulture's Laboratory Report (Vol. 63, #2) all cycads (sago palms and others) are protected from smuggling under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species. The CITES treaty under which 150 countries are involved in regulating and monitoring international trade in threatened plants and animals. A few years ago smugglers from Australia, South Africa, and Zimbabwe were charged with smuggling cycads valued at $542,000. The endangered Species Protection Unit in South Africa, established to combat elephant and rhino poaching, also prosecutes cycad smugglers. In an effort to stop the smuggling, authorities are placing microchips into cycads growing in the wild. This alerts those involved in checking for smuggled plants and allows authorities to determine the origin of any suspicious plants.I just thought that was interesting.
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